
Disposable devices can offer many advantages in infection prevention. 
That’s why our KaVo Kerr line offers single-use solutions with a range of versatile 
disposable air-water syringe tips.  
 
Our patented technology turns the traditional approach on its head by using a unique interlock system yieldin  
high-quality/optimal syringe tips for dry air, on demand, every time. Disposable syringe tips with built-in rubber 
O-ring seals make syringes work like new with every use.

Preventative

Disposable Air/Water Syringe Tips

Seal-Tight™

Flexible
Reaches difficult areas

Reduces Service Fees
Decreases wear and tear

Saves Time
No more autoclave tips

Minimize Cross Contamination
Dispose after each patient

Durable
Ideal for cheek retraction

Easy Installation
A fresh seal everytime



77024-1 –  STANDARD “P”: Press Ring Style: This adapter, like the 
“A”, must be screwed into the syringe. This MUST be used when the 
syringe has been previously converted to Sani-Tip or Pro-Tip, since 
the original Press Ring mechanism is usually gone from the office.
(Includes: Belmont, Biotec, DCI, Dentech, Kavo, Marus, Pelton & 
Crane, Planmeca, Proma) 

77200   Seal-Tight dispenser pouch   200 tips    white

77500-1   Seal-Tight bulk box    1500 tips white 

72200   Seal-Tight SPECTRUM dispenser pouch 200 tips     assorted colors 

72500  Seal-Tight SPECTRUM bulk box   1500 tips assorted colors 

Adaptors

77021  “A” A-dec style

77022  “M” Engle-Marco 

77023-1     “D” Dental-Ez

77024-1  “P” Press ring style     

77025-1      Quick-connect “P”

1-866-KAVO-KERR  |  kavokerr.com

MKT-18-0852

Ordering Information

Seal-Tight Adapter Selection Guide

77021 – “A” – Adec Style: This adapter will fit ALL Adec Style 
syringes as referenced on the Adapter selection guide, regardless 
of whether they have been previously converted with Sani-Tip or 
Pro-Tip adapters. (Includes: Adec, Ampco, Aseptico, Beaverstate, 
Belmont, DentalEZ, Dentrex, Empire, Forest, Hampton, Healthco,  
MDT, Parkell, Robbins, Schein Euro-C, Scope, Unitek, Vacudent, 

If syringe has a tip insertion fitting like 
picture #1, you need Seal-Tight Adapter 
No. 77021

If syringe has a tip insertion fitting
like picture #3, you need Seal-Tight
Adapter No. 77024-1

If syringe has a tip insertion fitting like 
picture #2, you need Seal-Tight Adapter 
No. 77021

If syringe has a tip insertion fitting
like picture #4, you need Seal-Tight
Adapter No. 77024-1

#1 #3#2 #4

ADEC STYLE PRESS RING STYLE

77025-1 – Quick Connect “P” Press Ring Style: 
This is to be used on any Press Ring Style syringe that has not previously  

been converted in any way, and the original Press Ring mechanism is intact.

NOTE: There are two other adapters that are rarely used, the “D” (Dental-Ez) and “M” (Engle-Marco). Both of these syringes will be marked with the logo of the company, and if you suspect 

that these are the syringes that your office has, please call Customer Care.


